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had for instance in Bombay one observation made by the Inspector-General when he was cross-examined by one of the Bombay Committee as to
 378.	Why ?—Because of the customs  and  habits
of the people of ordinary castes.
 379.	Am I to understand that therje is opposition
why he reorganised the police force, cutting down     from the higher castes towards the recruitment of
depressed classes into the police service ?—Certainly.
If we recruited these men into the service, we would
find  that  we   could  not get  the  higher  castes  to
come in.
Rao Bahadur Rajah :   In the Government report I
see there is no untouchability in the Punjab,    It is
stated :—" the problem of untouchability so far as it exists in the Punjab is really based on occupation. The sweeper who gives up his occupation, the leather worker who abandons the use of undressed hide and works in tanned leather, or abandons the use of leather altogether and seeks another occupation, thereby quite definitely raises himself in the social scale " (page 9, para. 22 of
the memorandum) .*
 380.	The   Chairman :    We  must  not   get  into   a
general   discussion.    Let   us.  hear   the   Inspector-
General first of all.    What do you say about it ?
—I say, sir, that it is not practicable to enlist low
caste men into the police force in the present cir
cumstances.    Whether  it   will   be   possible   in   the
future I am unable to say.
 381.	Are you basing yourself on mere opinion or
basing   yourself   on   experiment ?—We   have   had
some experiments made.    Just towards the end of
the war we enlisted about thirty or forty of what
are   known  as  Mazhabi  Sikhs  of  the   low  castes.
They belonged to the depressed classes.    We could
not get men at Lahore to work with them and we
finally sent them up to Simla, all by themselves, to
be  the  guards at Government House.    There they
mutinied.    They   beat   the   washermen,   gardeners
and other people.    I happened to be in  Simla at
that time  and  I  sent them  away at  once.    That
was my personal experiment in recruiting low caste
peoples.
 382.	Raja   Narendra   Nath:    Are   not   depressed
classes rather better treated by the Arya Saraaj ?—
They may be by degrees.
 383.	So  far as  touchability is   concerned ?—The
Punjab does not make a fetish of untouchability.    I
may say that our constables, whether  Hindus or
Muhammadans, sleep in the same barrack.

 384.	Rao Bahadur Rajah :   You know chamars of
this province.    They form the major population of
depressed classes*.    Have you tried amongst them ?
—No.
 385.	Sardar Shivdev Singh Uberoi : As you know
there are units in the Army composed of Sikhs, Jats,
Mazhabis, etc.    Are you aware that the battalions
composed  entirely of Mazhabis have proved  very
useful in the Army ?—Excellent.
 386.	Is  there any reason to suppose that  they
will not do well in,; the constabulary force ?—They
are more than ordinarily criminal.
 387.	When they proved so useful in the Army is
there  any reason that they should  not prove as
useful   in   the   constabulary   force ?—Constabulary
forces are not altogether the same as the Army.    We
have statistics showing that the Mazhabis are more
than ordinarily criminal.
 388.	Are they entered as criminal tribes ?—No.
 389.	What, reason is there to call them criminals
then ?    What is the basis of calling them as such ?
—They are relatively criminal.    We have statistics
to show that.
Sardar Shivdev Singh Uberoi: I should be much obliged to have the statistics, because it is a very important class of the Sikhs. It is quite information to me that the Mazhabis are criminals although they have not been entered as criminal tribes.
390.' The Chairman : The Inspector-General will furnish the information. I noticed that Mr. Stead was.saying that he does not recruit depressed classes for the police because the other policemen would not work with them. The Inspector-General of
the unarmed force and increasing the armed force ;     ^«™r*Cc^ rlaama into the nolice service ?—Certainlv.
he replied that it was because his department could
not get all the money it wanted and that he had
protested that he could not manage until he had
more money, and when he was asked to do it, he
said the only way in which he could do it was to
dismiss the people in the unarmed service and have
a smaller number of men who are armed.    That is
my recollection.
375.	Sir Arthur Froom :    Yes.    (To the witness) :
After the demands  for grants for the police  had
been subjected to the scrutiny of the Finance Com
mittee and further scrutinised by the Government,
has it ever occurred that when any demand goes for
ward, that has been further reduced by the Council ?.
Mr. Emerson (Chief Secretary) : I may answer that. I have just been looking to cuts which have been made at pages 69* and 70*, and I cannot find any reference to any cut by the council once the police budget has been presented there.
376.	Chaudhri   Zafrullah   Khan:    In   1927-28   a
large increase was voted under police expenditure,
but the criticism was that more was not given to
the constables.
Mr. Emerson : I think I should like to say thai: as far as I can see there is no mention of a cut in anything I have gone through. I think I am correct in saying that the legislative council has not made a cut in the police demand for grants of a serious nature and during the last budget grants they certainly voted large sums for the improvement of the police, in regard to proposals that emanated from a commission or rather, I think, a committee that was appointed by the local Government to enquire into certain very important questions relating to the reorganisation of the police. I do not think the local Government have any ground of complaint against the legislative council that they have not treated the police generously in the way of provision.
Dr. ttarang : Except once when the whole police budget was thrown out.
Mr. Emerson : Was that particularly aimed at the police ?
Dr. Narang : Against the general administration, not the police demand.
Mr. Hartshorn : I notice on page 204* it is stated : "The annual budget 'for Police expenditure has " invariably been the subject of very close scrutiny " by the Council every year ; and while its presenta-" tion has been taken as a recurring opportunity for " an attack as regards inefficiency and corruption in " the force, the actual cuts proposed each year, " except in 1923-24, when cuts were carried totalling " Bis. 45,000, though debated with a considerable *' show of heat, were in the end either not pressed " or not carried." It appears that except in 1923-24 the proposed .cuts were withdrawn.
Rai Sahib Chaudhri Chhotu Ram: There was a general 25 per cent. aU-round economy.
The Chairman: I think it is right to conclude the sentence read by Mr. Hartshorn: " and the good " sense of the council, after putting on record an I' emphatic gesture of dissatisfaction, has rallied to " support the Member in charge of the department
Sir Arthur Froom : I wanted to know whether the """get full  support in the Punjab.
377. Rao Bahadur Rajah:' Arising out "of  ,v^. answer to the question put by Dr. Narang you said
^Hn'Slf^S ^r*" dePreased Classes are not
recruited in the police service. Am I to understand
	1—, Qf ^ depress dagggg; i mean the
it impracticable.
Their recruitment
* Vol. X.

